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Editor's
Letter
What’s up my dudes,
This is the last Zine of another very busy and very
odd year!
This Zine is a celebration that we have all made it
through, with a culmination of different stories,
art, and ideas. This Zine has some amazing pieces
to celebrate the end of 2021 and look forward to a
brighter future.
I have had a blast this year coordinating a very
large team of volunteers and contributors who have
helped Opus grow even more with 4 magazines and
4 zines, as well as the Opus podcast, videos, and
social media!
This will be my last Editor’s Letter, as I type that it
feels more real than ever. You will still see my name
pop up, I’m not going far, but I will be stepping
down as Editor. It has been an absolute pleasure
to serve Opus at both NUSA and UNSA and bring it
into a post Covid world.
Peace out,
Media Officer and Editor

Tyler Bridges
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SMARTer goals
for a resolute
New Year
Words: Tegan Stettaford

With 2021 coming to a close, and 2022 within
our reach, you may be starting to think about
setting those New Year’s resolutions. New Year’s
resolutions are a great way to determine and
solidify components of your life that you deem are
important to change, adapt, adjust, or improve
upon. However, I am sure most of us in past years
have set a phenomenal resolution, with every
determination and motivation to see it through,
and still seen it become a long-forgotten blip in our
memories.

S

Your resolution should be
specific! It is hard to stick to a goal
if it is not clear what is required
of you. For example, you may set
a goal to ‘get in shape’. However,
it is not clear how you should go
about this. A better way to frame
this might be: ‘I will go to the gym
once a week’, or ‘I will walk each
day’.

This New Year, we all need a little extra positivity,
and a helping hand, to see us out of 2021 and into
2022. So, when you are setting those New Year’s
resolutions, take a moment to think about why your
resolutions may have fallen through in the past and
what you can do to ensure that does not happen this
time around!
One great way to succeed is to follow the ‘SMART’
framework for goal setting:

M

Make your resolution measurable!
You don’t need to be scientist
or statistician to measure your
progress towards your resolution
but doing so is greatly beneficial
to determining your rate of
progress and allows you to have
a foreseeable end goal. You may
have a desire to reduce your
alcohol consumption. To make this
measurable you may determine
that ‘I will drink no more than 10
standard drinks a week’. You may
choose to use a diary or electronic
document to keep track of your
goal.

A

It must be achievable! If you have
chosen a goal such as, ‘I will
become a surgeon’, you might
want to consider how possible this
is to achieve in the span of a year.
Your goal might need to take a step
or two back: ‘I will complete my
first year of university’.

66

R

Ensure your resolution is
relevant! If you hope to secure
employment as a transcriber,
you might wish to improve your
typing speed. You may see a lot
of job advertisements note the
requirement of 100 words typed
per minute, but you currently sit
at 75. Your goal might be: ‘I will
increase my writing speed from 75
to 100 words per minute, through
15 minutes of practice per day’.

T

Finally, your resolution should be
time-bound! A great starting point
for a New Year’s resolution is for
your goal to be achievable by the
end of the year. You might wish to
spend more time reading, so might
set aside some time each day in
January—say 10 minutes—to read.
Each month, you can check in on
your progress and see whether it is
appropriate to extend the time, or
even shorten it.
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The Reminiscence
Bump
Why we’re drawn to
nostalgic music
Words: Stephanie Jenkins

Is it inevitable that we turn into our parents?
Starting with the big questions, I know. It’s often
painted in a bad light. Young women are accused
of being as nagging as their mothers. Young men
are accused of being as dismissive as their fathers.
For those who have difficult relationships with
their families, the accusation can be even harder
to hear. But is it really so bad if the apple falls right
next to the tree?
It’s pretty obvious how things from the past come
back into fashion. Whether it’s trends from past
generations, music from the 1970s, or the fact that
The Office still hasn’t died nearly two decades after
its first airing—we can’t seem to let go of those
things that make us feel nostalgic. This is called
the “reminiscence bump.”
Essentially, the reminiscence bump describes how
older adults tend to remember moments from their
adolescence better and more clearly than other
moments of their lives. While the reminiscence
bump can be used to explain strong childhood
memories or events, it is most often used to
describe our nostalgia when it comes to music.
Ever put on a song that you loved in high school
and shocked yourself by belting out the lyrics with
no mistakes? But you just can’t get the hang of that
new song on your playlist? That’s an example of
the reminiscence bump.
For the same reason we keep looping back to Star
Trek: The Next Generation, or blasting ABBA on
a girls night out, a lot of us find comfort in these
things that we remember well. Maybe you have
a nice memory attached to that show that makes

you keep coming back. Maybe that book series
feels safe because you know the ending won’t
surprise you. Or maybe belting out all the words
to that thought-forgotten song just makes you
feel good.
A study in the 1990s about the reminiscence
bump also showed something interesting
about the kind of music that sticks with us.
According to the study, listeners recorded
the most interest in songs that were released
around their adolescence and high school years.
Makes sense, right? However, listeners also
noticed an increased interest in songs that were
popular when their parents or guardians were
in their adolescence. Think about it: the music
your parents are playing around the house are
probably their faves from when they were young.
Finding some proper 80s bops in your playlists?
Now you know why!
When you’re a teenager, your parents, aunties
and uncles, guardians, and teachers can seem
like a world away. They don’t understand your
clothes or your hair, they hate your music, and
they fall asleep on the couch at 8PM. But now,
maybe you’re in your twenties—Gen Z are doing
things that make you feel super old. Your mum’s
jeans are looking more and more comfortable,
your playlist is full of Duran Duran, and you’re in
bed by 8:30PM.
Growing up, songs, movies, and TV shows
weasel their way into your subconscious. And
while some of your interests might come from
your parents, it’s important to recognise, too,
that it takes a village to raise a kid. Maybe your
8

first-grade best friend introduced you to the
Backstreet Boys. Maybe it was your uncle that
first played Mario Kart with you on the Nintendo
64. The reminiscence bump suggests that maybe
it’s not so clear-cut that we turn into our parents.
Instead, it’s those things that made us happy
when we were young that have stuck with us. For
some of us, those things are ones we can share
with our parents now, as adults. For others, maybe
those things are ones we can crawl up into and
feel safe inside.
I’m not a
neuroscientist,
“Maybe it’s not
a psychologist,
so clear-cut that
or a parenting
expert. But neither we turn into our
are my parents,
parents. Instead,
nor their parents
before them. As
it’s those things
a teenager, the
thought of turning that made us happy
into my parents
when we were
was daunting.
young that have
As I’ve gotten
older, though—
stuck with us.”
moved out of
the family home,
and separated from loved ones even further this
past year—I’ve come to realise something kind of
important.
Parents are just people. And while we can’t
choose the people who raise us, or the things
from our childhood that stick with us, we can
choose who we want around us from this moment
forward.
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As we get older, the gap between our age and
our parents ages seems to shrink. At some
point, I was lucky enough to realise that my
parents are just people. Silly, dumb sometimes,
into what they’re into, and living life—just like I
am. And yeah, they don’t understand me all the
time. But it’s only fair. I still don’t understand
them—not really. But in the same way that I
might not ever fully understand my best friend,
my brother, the stranger at the post office, or
even myself.
We are a mosaic of those people around us.
While we can’t always choose the pieces, we
can choose how we put it all together. Listen
to your Cold Chisel, watch your X-Files, tell
your aunties you love them, and keep a hold
of the things that make you feel safe. Maybe
9

Surviving
2021
Words: Georgie Cooper

Did 2021 just feel like an extension of 2020 to
anyone else? Time certainly moves strangely in
a pandemic. 2020 felt like a decade—it was a
lot. 2021 has likewise felt both exhaustingly long
and frighteningly quick, as we went through the
rollercoaster of lockdowns and ever-changing rules
due to the Delta variant. Now that vaccines are
offering a new and improved ‘COVID normal’, we can
look back at this mess of a year and maybe even find
some silver linings.
The year began with a sense of optimism for many,
as we were largely back on campus, with low COVID
transmission rates in Australia—life almost felt ‘back
to normal’ as live music, community sport, UNSA
BBQs, and many other fun things kicked off again.
But this serenity didn’t last, as we received the
dreaded email following the first Delta outbreak in
Sydney, back in late June, that the first two weeks
of Semester 2 would be moved online. Then the
virus spread north, and our snap lockdown turned
into months stuck inside in an unwanted throwback
to the first lockdown in 2020. But, there were
differences this time around: although we may
have come to terms with living in a pandemic, Delta
presented new challenges and fears. Lockdown
fatigue became very real—I can’t imagine how our
friends in Melbourne, crowned the most lockeddown city, have made it through at least six of them.
The return to isolation and online learning was a
huge challenge for many of us—it put a strain on
motivation, concentration, and general well-being.
Trying to keep up with studies, and indeed work and
everyday life, amid the uncertainty of unpredictable
COVID outbreaks, lockdowns, and changing
public health rules, was undoubtably exhausting.
We grieved lost plans and time with loved ones,
essentially going back into survival mode.
While I think we can all agree that lockdown is not a
fun time, there were some unexpected upsides for
many people. While uni studies are difficult at the

best of times, some students thrive in an online
learning environment. The lack of forced socialising
has been great for the introverts among us, who
are probably reluctant to emerge from isolation
even now they can. While I sorely missed the social
aspects of uni, doing without the daily commute
been great in that I was able to sleep a little longer
and often get more done with my day.
There are some lessons we can take with us out
of lockdown, too. For those whose creativity was
sparked by having more time on their hands,
it might be as tangible as new skills learned, a
perfected banana bread recipe, or even a new
business. But for all of us, simply getting through
isolation, work, or studies is a big achievement.
This lockdown has forced me to focus more on
self-care: reassessing the ‘hustle culture’ mindset,
taking time for myself, and talking regularly with
the people I care about. It has been another
challenging year for our mental health, and
hopefully there are things you’ve learned about
taking care of yourself that you can take with you
into post-lockdown life, too.
With vaccination targets finally being met across
the country, there is much to look forward to after
this messy, difficult year. We can hug our friends
again; go out to eat, drink, and dance; and very
soon travel to visit our regional or interstate
families. Big events, entertainment, and festivals
are gearing up for the summer to catch us up on all
the fun we’ve missed out on this year (in a COVIDsafe way, of course).
So, let’s finally celebrate our hard work in fighting
this latest pandemic battle, by getting back to all
the things we love doing—be that in or out of the
house. Take a chance to reflect on what you’ve
learnt and achieved this year and keep up the allimportant self-care as we get back to this newest
‘normal’ (whatever that word means anymore).
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Never Look Back
Short Story: Harman Burgess

“For what are ghosts but
memories who won’t die?”
–discarded Anna Karenina
opening
The plane touches down at 11pm.
It’s misty. Grey smoke clings to
the window, reducing my view of
Sydney Airport to blurred lights
and shadow. Vibrations rattle
through me as the plane bumps
down the tarmac. Bloody hell,
I think as we come to a stop
outside the terminal. How long’s
it been since I’ve been back?
Almost a decade. There’s a rush
as everyone hurries to disembark.
I grab my bag from the overhead
compartment, squeeze past a
middle-aged woman blocking the
isle, and stumble onto the ramp.
My legs ache as I walk into the
terminal; I have as good a grasp
on my muscles as a corpse. The
airport soundtrack echoes around
me: people talking, babies crying,
elevator muzak, fat tourists, angry
businessmen, baggage cars. One
giant scream of humanity. I join
the queue to have my passport
processed. There isn’t as much
security as in America, but there’s
still enough to be annoying. I want
to say to someone: ‘Look, I’m
an Adjunct Professor at Harvard
specialising in 19th century
Russian Literature, do I look like a
terrorist?’ To which that someone
would reply: ‘That’s exactly what
a terrorist would say!’ And so, I
suffer in silence until it’s my turn to
talk to the grumpy girl behind the
security desk.
“Name?” she grunts, not even
attempting to be polite.
“Jon Personson,” I say.

“That a joke?”
“Right there on my passport.”
She examines the document
suspiciously, like I would an
outstanding essay by a particularly
dull student. “You’re Australian?”
“Only in the sense that I was
born here. Moved out to the States
when I was 19.”
“Cool.”—she hands the
passport back to me and taps at
her computer— “Purpose of you
visit?”
“Catch up with my parents.
Haven’t seen them in ages.”
“Uh-huh… everything checks
out, you’re right to go through.
Have a nice stay.” She clears her
throat. “Next!”
And I’m out of the queue and
heading towards the car hire place.
My arms are copper pipes; my
brain churns like mush. My body
screams sssslllleeeeeeppppp!
And I ignore it. Should’ve slept
on the plane, or at least tried to,
but there’s just something about
economy seating that makes it
difficult to relax. I get in line for
a rental. There’re a few people
in front of me, so I settle in for
another long spell of boredom.
People almost always assume Jon
Personson isn’t my real name. It’s
so plain, so obviously fictional,
that they think I’m making fun of
them. I could be called ‘Jon Smith’
or ‘Jon Doe’ for all the difference
it’d make. But that’s just the sense
of humour my parents had. Have.
Gotta stop thinking of them in
the past tense; it’s bad enough
I haven’t spoken to them in five
years.
Another bored receptionist behind

the desk to go through the usual
dance with. Name, Occupation,
Credit Card, Loan Period, etc.
etc. I fork over a few hundred as
a deposit for their worst car (I
like scum-bucket vehicles, less
work to maintain them) and I’m
outta there. My rental is perfectly
contemptible—low gas, high
miles, stained seats—just the way
I like it. I jump behind the wheel
and speed towards the nearest
hotel.
I breeze through the lobby with
the patience of an emperor, grab a
quick drink at the bar, and then up
to my room.
I’m asleep before my head hits
the pillow.
#
The countryside shines with
memory as I peer out at it through
the sunset. I’ve been driving
for hundreds of miles… no,
kilometres, and I’m starting to
recognise things. There! Beneath
the Fenton County Welcome Sign
is where I got high for the first
time. And over there, by the bus
station, is where I almost kissed
Mia Clarke in the 4th grade but
chickened out. And there’s the
Fish & Chips shop Mum used
to take me to when it was cold.
Details long forgotten bubble
beneath every surface; it occurs to
me I’ve actually missed this place.
I drive past the brick walled and
aluminium roofed suburbs. Past
the bars and the schools. Past the
cascading fields of strawberries
and wheat; the country an
impressionist blur beneath the
summer sun. And there it is, my
old home, the long gravel road
leading up to the two-storey
12

plantation house. The walls are
polished bone; the glass windows
are crystal pools. And sitting on
the veranda with a cigar, in his
big-bellied flannel work clothes, is
my dad.
“Whatever you’re selling,” he
drawls as I get out of the rental.
“We ain’t buying.”
“It’s me, Dad!”—I’m like a kid
on Christmas— “It’s Jon!”
His eyebrows cloud his face as
he considers me. Taking in the
weight I’d put on, how I’d cut my
hair short, how I’d changed. And
then recognition dawns: “Holy
shit.”
He comes down the veranda steps
and embraces me in that manly
sort of way: much backslapping
and grunting. He holds me at
arm’s length and looks me up and
down.
“You got fat,” he says.
“Oh, like you can talk.”
“Ha! Come in, come on up.”
Dad grabs my bags from the
car and leads the way up to the
house. Inside is almost exactly
how I remember it. There’re more
photos on the walls, but the walls
themselves are the same oakpanelled coffee colour. Through
the window out back, I see a new
tractor. But the grass is still green.
And the books in the study. And
the food in the pantry. And the
wine in the cellar. But despite how
familiar it is, I can’t help but feel
like a visitor.
“Where’s Mum?” I ask after
we’d put my bags in my old room
(same Pink Floyd posters on the
wall, same single bed).
“She’s out,” says Dad.
“Visiting a friend, I think. Be back
soon… anyway, what’ve you been
up to?”
And so, I tell him about America,
and he tells me about life back
here. I tell him I’m coming to
the stage where I can apply for
tenure, which gives him a small
existential crisis. At some point
whiskey & cigars appear, and then

we’re very happy. The synapses
of shared memory fire as he tells
me about some of the crazy shit I
did back in the day, and I tell him
about some of the crazy shit he’d
done back in the day. It’s nice.
Friendly. I don’t want it to end.
I want to preserve this moment
against the swamp of memory; to
stretch time out infinitely.
I help him make dinner as night
gathers around the farm. Nothing
complicated. We eat; wine flows.
My head becomes very full. I find
myself talking very forcefully
about some extremely important
philosophical point like: ‘Why
does cabbage taste bad?’
And I’m still deliriously holding
forth as Dad takes me up the
staircase to my bedroom and
makes me lie down.
The sheets are Autumn cool.
The darkness slips away.
#
Aaaaaagggggghhhh. I wake up
underwater: beads of sweat pool
on me, my mind is in pieces, and
some prick has stuck daggers in
my eyes. My throat is sandpaper,
my toes are numb. Stumbling
downstairs, I flick the kettle
on and lean over to gulp water
straight from the tap. A little
better, but it still feels as though
I’m looking at the world through
cling wrap.
There’s a sound from the
staircase. I look up and see a
nightgown. The morning sun
hitting the opposite side of the
house has plunged the staircase
into shadow. All I can see of the
figure on the stairs is her whitelace dressing gown.
“Mum?” I venture. “When’d
you get in?”
“Jon.” Her voice is like dying
embers.
“How’ve you been?”
Without answering, she turns
and goes back up the staircase,
white dissolving into black. I call
after her, but when she doesn’t
answer I follow upstairs. Still

rubbing the hangover out of my
eyes, I walk down the corridor to
my parent’s room. I flick the light
switch on and look around: the
big double bed, walk-in wardrobe,
a painting I did for Mother’s
Day when I was ten… but no
sign of Mum anywhere. Weird. I
could’ve sworn… I hear the kettle
screaming downstairs, so I head
back down and pour myself a cup
of coffee. I sprawl on the kitchen
table like a puppet with its strings
cut.
What’s that all about? I let the
coffee’s warmth flow through me.
Maybe she’s sick? It hits me: What
if Mum’s sick? That’d explain why
she’s avoiding me. She doesn’t
want to make me feel like a bad
son for losing touch. God, I feel
sick myself. My Mum is sick, and
I didn’t know. Does that make me
a bad person? I’d always taken it
for granted that she’d be there if I
needed her. Better talk to Dad and
get it sorted out.
I finish my drink and wander
outside. Sunlight cuts my eyes.
There’s the hum of insects and I
swat lazily at them. Dad’s down by
the barn, underneath the tractor.
“Morning,” I call.
“Morning!” he rolls out from
under the tractor; black machine
blood covering him.
“Saw Mum,” I say.
“She say anything?”
“Just said ‘Jon’ and
vanished.”
“Oh, well… you know how
shy she is.”
“Dad,” I say. “You don’t have
to lie to me. Mum’s sick, isn’t
she?”
He hangs his head. “Yes, son, she
is. I was gonna say something
yesterday, but, well, you’d just
come in and you were so happy,
and I didn’t want to scare you off.”
And it was suddenly winter. “How
long do we have?”
“Well, she’s been battling it
for years,”—his voice is proud—
“She shouldn’t be alive… barely a
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pulse. Thin skin. No appetite. But
she’s a fighter, you hear! She’ll
stay for as long as she damn well
pleases!”
“I should’ve come sooner.”
His eyes become bitter. Cruel.
“Yeah, you should’ve.”
“I’m sorry, really I am. You
know, work and everything… it’s
just that…”
“It’s just what, huh?”—a
mask falls away from him,
allowing the fury to shine
through— “What are you gonna
say next, what excuse you got?
It better be a good one, sonny. It
better be a fucking great one.”
“Look, I–”
“No, you look,” spittle flies,
eyes squinting. “It’s been five
years since you last called and
God knows how long since you
were last here! Do you know how
hard that was? Why didn’t you
call? Why not! I’m your father, is
that not enough!”
“Why didn’t you call?” I
shoot back. Which is a mistake;
as I say it, I remember it’s no
good provoking him after he’s got
himself worked up.
Dad’s fist trembles; I flinch. He
exhales, bringing himself more
under control. “You’re a disgrace.”
I want to say something but can’t.
He just said everything right there.
I stare at him, unable to move.
Frozen. And then he turns away.
“Get out of my sight,” he
says.
And I flee.
#
I slam my laptop shut; the next
flight out doesn’t leave until 5pm
tomorrow. Everything’s sold out.
God, I’m still seething about what
that fat bastard just said. I’m a
disgrace? What, because I didn’t
stay in the same place forever, like
him? And darker memories crowd
my mind: late nights, the stink
of liquor, screaming, punching,
crying… I don’t want; I don’t want
to remember that. He’s right about

one thing, though. Coming back
was a mistake.
Still, it’s only 1pm. I can’t sulk
in my room all night, I’m not a
teenager. May as well go down
to the pub and see if any of my
old mates are still around. See
if I can salvage something from
this trip. I grab a jacket, check
my wallet, and scoop up my car
keys. I consider giving the front
door a good slam for old time’s
sake, but I don’t. That’s not the
kind of thing Harvard Literature
Professors do. But being here
makes me feel like a child.
“Typical,” says Dad from
the veranda as I stroll past him.
“You’re leaving.”
“Yep.”
“Come on, man,” he says.
“Look, just don’t leave OK. Stay
here. I’m sorry, didn’t mean to
hurt your feelings. Thought you
were a man. Stay. I don’t want you
to go.”
“I’ll be back later. Maybe.”
I jump in my rental and accelerate
out of the driveway. Tires spin and
gravel sprays everywhere. Out on
the highway; turn the radio up
loud. A Talking Heads song comes
on. Psycho Killer punches out of
the speakers; the bassline rattling
my bones. Pretty quick, I enter
the suburbs. Veering towards the
first place I see that looks like it
sells alcohol, I park up outside.
The hand-painted sign above the
saloon-doors reads: The Oasis. It
looks like the kind of place Mum
wouldn’t want me going to. Inside
is what you’d expect of a pub. Lots
of wood benches and a jukebox
that only plays The Beatles.
Slot machines in the corner and
a vending machine that sells
cigarettes. I shell out for a pack of
Benson & Hedges and sidle up to
the counter.
“Got a light?” I ask the
bartender; a chubby guy in his
30s, like me.
“Sorry mate, I don’t. Get you
anything else?”
“Whiskey.”

“One of those days, then?”
“One of those days.”
He pours me a glass of Jonny
Walker Black Label. It’s smokey.
Good.
“Thanks,”—I read his name
tag and do a double take—
“Marvin!”
The same Marvin I wagged school
to explore the sewers with? The
same Marvin I’d almost blown up
trying to light stolen firecrackers
with? The same Marvin whose
sister I almost kissed in the 4th
grade? No. Could it? No. But his
eyes dawn with recognition.
“Jon!”—he reaches over the
bar to awkwardly pat my arm, as
if making sure I’m real and not a
memory— “Holy shit, is it you?”
There’s so much I want to tell him
about, so much to catch-up with.
Words clutter my mouth, and I
can’t say anything at all.
“Wow,” says Marvin. “Oh,
sorry to hear about your Mum,
dude.”
“Yeah, just found out she’s
sick myself. Hence the…” I swish
my drink around.
“Didn’t she die?” he
scratches his stubble. “I
remember there being a big
funeral. Almost bankrupted your
old man. A processional through
the town, cathedrals of priests,
black banners. There was even an
article about it in The Hump.”
“She’s not dead, man. I saw
her just this morning…”
“My bad… I thought… but
there was a funeral. Maybe I got
the names mixed up. Sorry. Good
that she’s alive, though–” he
trails off. “It’s just I remember it is
all.”
“You said there was an article
about it?”
He brightens. “Yeah, in the
local newspaper. That’ll prove me
wrong.”
I pull out my phone and open
Google. The Hump’s website—an
atrociously organised affair—
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comes up. The publication
consists of vague opinion pieces
by local knobheads, but I scrawl
through the back issues… there,
in 2018! A big front-page funeral
spread. Priests, mourners,
everything… and my dad front and
centre with his hand on a coffin.
That isn’t real, it’s not! I refuse to
believe it.
“Jon?” asks Marvin. “Still
there?”
“I gotta go.”
Stumbling outside, I realize
that there’s one way to make sure.
“Jon!” calls Marvin. “Come
back, mate! Jon. Jon!”
I get into my rental and turn the
keys.
This isn’t real. This isn’t real. This
isn’t real.
I set off towards the graveyard.
#
The setting sun burns the horizon.
I stare down at the grave. Rows
upon rows of headstones jut out
of the ground around me like the
jaws of a great slumbering beast.
Here Sleeps Amy Personson
Mother & Wife
1943-2018
And nothing can we call our own
but death
And that small model of the
barren earth
which serves as paste and cover
to our bones
She’s been dead for over three
years. Unless another Amy
Personson has died who was
born the same year as Mum and
who had news articles with Dad
in them written about her, then…
but…
I sit by my rental and watch the
sun sink, an ocean of shimmering
fire. I use the car lighter for my
smokes and savour the burning
feeling in my lungs. I want to drive
very far away from here and never
look back. But I can’t just leave.
The same force of memory that
brought me here demands an
answer. I have to be sure; I owe it

to Mum.
I gotta go back. Dear Lord, I’ve
gotta go back…
#
Night has fallen by the time I
reach home. Yellow light leaks
out of the windows; the driveway
extends infinitely. The moon is a
pale scar and there are no stars.
Parking up outside, I debate
whether or not to go inside. I’m
on the point of putting the car in
reverse and running away when
the door opens, and Dad looks
out.
“Jon!” he calls. “Come in.
I’ve been worried sick. Thought
you’d left us for good. Again.”
“Just here for my stuff,”—I
edge towards the house— “And
to say goodbye to Mum. Then I’m
gone.”
I see the gears turn in his mind,
his mouth forming words. But
then he grins and steps aside.
Odd. He should be pleading with
me to stay. I feel myself tensing
for a fight. Gotta be careful now.
Something could go badly wrong.
I’m not sure what exactly awaits
me, only that it’ll be nasty. And
so, I steel my mind and creep
inside.
The house is dead silent; I can
feel the walls breath. Up the
staircase, up to my room, each
step sending screams through the
floorboards. Someone’s watching
me. My shoulder blades tense
up as though at any moment I
might be hit by something heavy.
In my room now; grab my bags;
back out into the corridor. I
smell smoke. Orange flames curl
around the edge of my vision.
“Jon?” I hear from behind
me in a voice of such infinite
loneliness it makes my eyes cloud
over.
And I want to say something, to
turn around, to see it. But I can’t.
On some animal level, deep down
inside, I know that if I turn around
then I’ll never be able to look
away. I need to keep going, need

to get away. Don’t look back, I tell
myself.
“Jon?” It’s confused now.
Something inside me breaks; I
want to hug my mum. But I can’t.
Don’t look back. That thing is not
my mother. I can’t allow myself
to believe that. Keep going, just
keep walking, one foot in front of
the other. Don’t look back. Don’t
look back! I feel the presence
lessening as I reach for the door.
Crashing down the veranda steps,
I sprawl on the grass. The tension
eases from my back, and I know
that I’m alone.
“You did it,” says Dad from
by my car.
I pick myself up and go over to
him. He’s looking at me as though
I’m already a memory, his eyes
misty. And I knew he’d walked the
same path as me, only he hadn’t
been able to resist peeking back
over his shoulder… I go numb. I
want to run, want to fly. But I’m
tired, so tired. All I want is to
sleep, to close my eyes and never
wake up.
“I’ll be seeing you,” he says.
The crafty look still on his face.
“Yeah,” I say, my voice thick.
“I’ll see you round…”
He holds out his hand, and I
shake it. It burns like hot coals in
my grip. Run! But oh, how nice it
would be to sleep…
“You’re a good man,” he says.
I say nothing, can’t even
move.
“Get outta here,” he says.
I get into my car, turn the keys, and
head for the exit. I glance back at
my dad in the rear-view mirror as I
speed away. He’s smiling.
And so is the face in the window
behind him.
END
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Lockdown
Learning
Words: Emily Coles

Lockdown has (as for many people) made me reflect.
You’re literally stuck with your own mind and the
thoughts that occupy it.
Initially, terrifying.
Gradually, empowering.
When you’re forced to sit with yourself and really, truly
look, you uncover some things you never thought
you would. Now this, for me, wasn’t good in the first
lockdown. I spiraled, turned insular, and thought
this was all it was ever going to be. However, due to
the longevity of the lockdown I was forced to sit with
myself a little longer and uncovered some pretty cool
things, which I am sure you can empathize with.
If anything, I want this article to be a building block
for you to take away and look at within yourself.
It might spark up some pretty cool introspective
conversations.

in the way that if someone is trying to convince me
on something that I don’t agree with, I will honestly
stick to my backbone and not waver—inner strength.
Previously, I’d conformed to whoever had the most
votes; a fence sitter is best as they don’t disturb the
peace, I thought. However, since lockdown, man,
I just don’t have the effort, patience, or time for
you to tell me that I should change my morals if I
wholeheartedly love what I believe. Obviously, in
order to grow, you have to be faced with challenging
conversations, and you learn from discomfort.
However, if you know your stances and morals, don’t
let people change them—no matter who they are.
If you lose a friend over a political issue, they were
never your friend to start with.

3. Main Character Energy

I haven’t had to face that many situations where I
needed to bounce back, except I realized I needed
to give myself more credit than that! We are living,
breathing, working, studying, or even just waking
up during a global pandemic—now that takes some
grit! Obviously, morale is low, and at this point in the
semester motivation is even lower, but the fact is that,
despite this, we are stimulating our eyes and brains,
even if it is through hours of TikTok. It’s better than
nothing at all!

As soon as I realized that everyone is out here just
trying their best in this weird thing called life, it gave
my problems a little bit of personification. It made
me feel human rather than an alien, which gave
my heart a purpose and rationale. With this form of
introspection, you HAVE to be the main character—
what other character would know this massive spoiler
for Season 22 of your life? But honestly, think of
yourself as the main character. Even if you don’t feel it
right now, your storyline will even out. Think of Stiles
from Teen Wolf! Technically he’s the side character,
but anyone that’s seen the show would know that he
is indefinitely, and will always be, everyone's main
character. He might not be the first on the call sheet,
but everyone knows he’s the true MC—So write your
own goddamn call sheet.

2. Strength

4. Kindness

1. Resilience

I always knew I was an honest person—most say
a little too honest. However, lockdown has given
me a shorter fuse. Not a short fuse in the way that
I instantly snap or get angry quickly; a short fuse

The fact that I’ve been able to identify all of these
things about myself shows an element of kindness.
Kindness to the fact that I can highlight that, yeah,
I have resilience, strength, and goddamn main
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character energy. But also, kindness in the fact that
I know this isn’t it—I still have so much growth, and I
am kind enough to myself that I don’t use that against
me. No one can ever know everything, you can only
just keep learning things. So, don’t expect yourself
to know it all right this second, don’t even expect
yourself to know a little, but have the kindness to
realize that that’s okay, because you will.

5. Gratitude

There’s no better feeling than the one of gratitude. It
fills your heart, not in a heavy way, but in a way where
you can feel a full, entire breath filling every corner
of your lungs. It’s a rare feeling, but when it’s there,
you’ll never forget it. I often mistook this as myself
being over-emotional, which is somewhat true, but
as I re-shaped my view, I realized this overwhelming
feeling of emotion was because I felt so grateful of
where I am. I’m not saying I have it all down pat, not
even by a long shot, but if you look around you and
find at least three things to be grateful for—it honestly
shifts your whole perspective of not only the day,
but of all the days surrounding you. For me, it’s been
my friends and family. It’s a greater effort to keep in

" Yeah, I have

resilience, strength,
and goddamn main
character energy

"

contact with people when you don’t get to see them
every day, so the ones that take the time to message
you: feel grateful for them.
As we are all starting to emerge back into the world
from wearing our Oodies for two months straight,
remember the feelings from being inside in a
lockdown. Don’t dwell on them, but reflect, as those
moments have made you who you are today, and feel
proud in the fact that you’re going to be in someone’s
history books one day.
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2021 Album
Wrap-Up
Words: Stephanie Jenkins

Gigs were mostly off the menu this year. While a few festivals managed to slip past in the fewmonth reprieve we had between lockdowns early in 2021, a lot of us may have still been craving
that sweet, sweaty feel of being front and centre in a too-small venue with some too-loud tunes.
Luckily, we had some stellar releases grace our stereos to keep us going when all seemed bleak.
Looking for some new tracks to cruise you through the summer break? I’ve got you covered.

lately I feel EVERYTHING – WILLOW

Solar Power – Lorde

If you’re anything like me—emo fringe haunting your
old family pictures,
and all—you might
have found some
sense of comfort in
sinking back into your
old high school music
faves this year. Willow
heard my call loud and
clear and said; you’re
doing it wrong—here,
try this.

Lorde has an uncanny ability to occupy any space
wholly and completely. Her sound has grown and
changed with each
album since 2013’s
iconic Pure Heroine,
but each instalment
works to strengthen
the feminine energy
that I feel in all
her work. Lorde is
unafraid to be who
she is, do what she
wants, and feel
the full scale of her
emotions.

lately I feel EVERYTHING is the girl-punk album that
I’ve been craving since my mum first introduced me
to Divinyls when I was still wearing Crocs and eating
Roll-Ups. Willow harkens back to the roots of punk for
this album, hitting all the sub-genres along the way.
First track, t r a n s p a r e n t s o u l hits those drumheavy, wailing beats akin to classic, radio rock; before
taking a sharp turn into angry garage punk with F**K
You. What feels like an ode to women everywhere,
Willow isn’t afraid to hold back her rage on this
album, while still touching on what it means to be
gentle with yourself.
There are a few big-name features on this album, but I
can’t go past punk-queen, Avril Lavigne, who features
on track 10, G R O W. Name a more iconic duo, I dare
you. On the shorter side, this album will leave you
wanting more; but creates the perfect excuse to track
back through Willow’s discography looking for more
hidden punk gems.

Solar Power feels like a warm breeze on a hot day,
hot sand under your toes and salty, sea air sticking
to your skin. The lyrics feel like a sticky iceblock,
dripping down your fingers and staining your tongue
a surreal blue. Self-described as an album about the
environment, Solar Power encompasses what it feels
like to be enjoying a hot summer in Oceania while
bushfire smoke clouds up from the Western ridge.
Lorde pairs sensual and dream-like lyrics with
powerful and woozy instrumentals to create an aura
of duality. An album that inspires while also soothes,
this is one to have on in the backgr ound of any
summer picnic as you watch the waves roll in across
the sand.
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Faces – Mac Miller
Often cited as Mac
Miller’s best project,
and one of the
greatest mixtapes
of all time, 2021
saw Miller’s Faces
released on Spotify
for the first time.
Originally released
in 2014, Faces feels
like a precious
memory, written in
a worn and battered journal, that’s being broadcast
to the world for the first time. For die-hard Miller
fans, the album’s release on Spotify marks a dreamlike moment of nostalgia. For those who hopped
on board the Miller train with 2018’s Swimming, or
2020’s posthumous Circles, Faces can feel like a
snapshot into the man we had precious little time to
get to know.
Positively packed to the brim with tracks, Faces
takes the listener on a winding journey through the
clouds of Miller’s consciousness. There’s a little bit
of everything on this album, from thrumming and
heartbeat-like rap (Friends) to more ethereal and
visual instrumentals (Colors and Shapes), all held to
the backbone that is Miller’s authentic style.

Inside (The Songs) – Bo Burnham
An ode to 2021 if
there ever were
one, Bo Burnham’s
Inside (The Songs)
documents one man’s
time spent locked in
the discomfort of his
own home. Released
as an accompaniment
to the Netflix comedy
special, Inside, the
album aptly describes
the nuances of being a young person in the isolation
of a global pandemic.
Many of these songs might not be new to you—
they’ve all done the rounds on TikTok since their
release—but they all hold a special place in the
zeitgeist. While marketed as a comedy album, Inside
(The Songs) hit me in a number of different ways,

and I’ve found myself seeking solace in the way
Burnham aptly describes the past eighteen months
for a lot of us.
You’ll laugh at the relatability of FaceTime with my
Mom (Tonight), feel shame at the truths spoken
in How the World Works, and shed a tear at the
layered and insightful interrogation of misogyny
in White Woman’s Instagram. Burnham’s range is
at the forefront of this album, and I know I’ll come
back to this one time and time again when I need a
little laugh, a cry, a punch in the gut, or am feeling
nostalgic for a time that was less-than.

Planet Her – Doja Cat
Closing it out with a hearty serve of gooey, sticky,
and sexy tracks,
Doja Cat’s Planet
Her took me by
surprise this year.
This album slipped
and slid into my
life, wiggled its
way into my ear
canals and tickled
something deep in
the recesses of my
brain, before taking
up a permanent residence somewhere deep in my
bones.
Doja Cat makes no apologies in this album. It’s sexy,
it’s dancy, it’s punchy, and it’s perfect for bouncing
along to in the kitchen in your knickers. Empowering
in a clingy kind of way, the album has an eclectic
kind of bounce to it that makes you want to move
your bod, burn bridges that don’t serve you, and
shave a slit into your eyebrow.
Unapologetic and brash in many ways, Planet Her
nevertheless points to a mindful and expressive
direction for Doja Cat. Young, fresh, enmeshed in
Gen Z culture, the artist feels truly real—mistakes,
rough edges, and all. While Kiss Me More might be
the obvious choice to start with this one, take it slow
and start at the beginning. The journey this album
takes you on is one that will stick with you, slicking
your face with a dewy glow and catching in your
lashes.
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A letter to 2021
graduates
Words: Tegan Stettaford

Dear 2021 graduates,
As the year comes to a close, we prepare to farewell this cohort of
fantastic students. Your final year of tertiary education has been no
small feat; learning in an ever-changing environment, adapting to
online education, and being isolated from peers are among the various
additional challenges faced. Despite all these odds, you made it through!
I know the completion of your degree may not feel like a priority in current
circumstances, and I am all too aware that disappointment may ensue
if graduation ceremonies continue to be pushed back. However, it is
important to celebrate and appreciate your achievement in the best way
you can, considering the climate. You have achieved a wonderful thing;
make sure you take the time to recognise that, before moving on to your
next great adventure.
A huge congratulations to all the 2021 graduates at the University of
Newcastle, and welcome to the alumni community. All the best for your
future endeavours, whether that be continuing study at the University of
Newcastle, changing education scenery, or moving into the workforce. I
take my mortarboard off to you.
Sincerely,
A 2020 graduate
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Summer
Horoscopes
Words: Stephanie Jenkins

The summer holidays are here in full force,
and there’s more than just warm weather on
the horizon…

Aries

Taurus

A fire sign if I ever saw one. While you
might be drawn to the red-hot rage of
the sun, don’t let the warm weather
cloud your mind. Take some time to
decompress after every day and keep
that temper in check. Zooper Doopers
could do the trick.

Lazy summer days were made for
the Taurus. Kick it back in the sun
with an ice-cream, or cool your feet
on the kitchen tiles, as long as
you’re listening to your bod. Find
a good album and let it transport
you—and don’t forget to check in
with your friends now and again.

Gemini

Cancer

Flutter by, social butterfly. Take the
time to float between groups this
summer. Step outside your comfort
zone (I know you have one) and
meet some new people to charm.
Just don’t forget to listen when
people talk to you.

Like a Vegan Magnum ice-cream,
behind your hard, shell exterior lies
a soft and gooey core. Let the sun
melt you a little this season. Watch
the clouds change shapes and
water your plants. Don’t forget that
people love you.

Leo

Virgo

Ah, the Leo—burning hot and
bright like the sun on the horizon.
And, like the water’s edge, can be
chilling cold and harsh in a rough
sea. Don’t let your light go out,
but remember to make space for
those still building their fires.

Spring cleaning season is over, but
dust still finds its way onto your
mantle. Let your stress from the year
dissipate and ignore that dust for a
few days longer. Open the windows,
swat the flies, and light some
incense. Buy some leisurewear.

(Mar. 21—Apr. 19)

(May 21—June 20)

(July 23—Aug. 22)

(Apr. 20—May 20)

(June 21—July 22)

(Aug. 23—Sep. 22)
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Libra

(Sep. 23—Oct. 22)
My indecisive siblings, take your
time this season. Don’t let yourself
be rushed. Find contentment in
your own little bubble, with your
own little family. Take some time
to nest. Brush the sand from your
feet and eat some fruit salad. Or
a sandwich? Or an iceblock? It’s
okay, you’ll decide in time.

Scorpio

(Oct. 23—Nov. 21)
The water sign in fire sign’s clothing. Summer really is your season—hot, stifling nights and cool,
salty waves. A sunburn soothed
with Aloe gel from the fridge. Sand
stuck in a shoe. Your intensity
won’t be taken well by some people, but that’s okay. Your people
are out there, somewhere.

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Sagittarius, the flighty one. I know
you feel things so deeply, you just
don’t always show it. Drive your
friends to the beach. Pour ice water
on their backs and splash them
in the waves. But don’t forget to
hug them at the end of the day.
And maybe learn how to take
compliments. Happy Birthday.

Breathe in. Hold. Breathe out.
Hold. Repeat. Pick up a new book,
or TV show, or craft. Or, take some
time to do nothing. Ever the stoic,
but your brain is like the tide—
constantly in motion. I know the
cool tiles and the open freezer of
the indoors is calling to you, but
let the warm breeze ruffle your hair
every now and then. You’re alive.
And Happy Birthday to you, too.

(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)

(Dec. 21—Jan. 20)

Aquarius

Pisces

Water babies if I ever saw them.
Less like the beach and more like
the trickling stream of a cool valley,
smoothing harsh stones and picking
up litter. Eco warrior, activist, and
oddball—don’t be compelled by
other people this season. Drink a
cold slushie. Read a book.

Your shyness is just a façade,
I know. But don’t let people
trample your sensitivity. Get
dressed up, do your hair, make
your favourite fancy breakfast.
Enjoy the little things and get
mad about the big things. Deep
down, you have a great wisdom.
Eldest at heart of all the signs,
you’re allowed to be a bit of a
baby sometimes.

(Jan. 21—Feb. 18)

(Feb. 19—March 20)
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Tiana Williams

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR CREATIVE EXPERIENCE?
ARE YOU A WRITER, JOURNALIST, ARTIST OR
PHOTOGRAPHER?

THEN
CONTRIBUTE TO
THE OPUS O-WEEK
MAGAZINE FOR
2022!
This magazine is all about sharing
wisdom and creativity with new
students, and to entertain our older
students as well. Have some handy tips
or just have something to say? Submit
your article!
Watch our Instagram for more details
@opus.unsa
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